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CHAPTER I 
STATEmNT OF THE PROBIEH 
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CHAPTER 'I 
THI PROBLIW 
Statement of the problem. -- The following study is a survey or 
status study of the out-of-school activities of elementary school chil-
dren. 'Its major purpose is to determine the significance of the out-
of-school activities participated in bJ children in grades three, four, 
five, and six in terms of their ability, achievement, and social ad-
justment. Subordinate purposes are to determine 
a. the representative school day and week-end participation of 
elementary school children in out-of-school activities; 
b. the extent of participation alone, with their peers, and 
with parents; 
c. the out-of-school activitJ patterns characteristic of high and 
low achievers, high and low abilit7 groups, and leader and 
isolate pupils. 
Scope of the problem. The scope of this problem included all 
the children in grades three, four, five, and si:z of the Montclair 
School, Quinc7, Massachusetts. The number of children in each grade 
is as follows: 
-2.-
Grade three ••• 102 
Grade· four ••••• 82 · 
Grade five •••• 69 
Grade six ••••• 81 
Total 340 
3 · 
This number of 340 chlldren represents the total number of 
children who completed the recording of their out-of-school activities 
for the assigned period of this study. The study ran concurrently with 
the regular school year, 1954 - 1955. 
The technique of random sampling was used in this study in the 
statistical treatment of the obtained data. This technique was used 
in grades three, five, and six. All chUdren in grade four were used 
in the. statistical treatment of the data. The following numbers 
represent the actual nUDi:>er of children in each grade used atatiati-
cally in this study: 
Grade three ••• 34 
Grade four •••• 82 
Grade five •••• 33 
Grade aix ••••• 33 
Total 182 
Grade four was arbitrarlly selected as the grade in which more 
detalled analyses would be made. Although this does not represent the 
mid-grade of the study (there being none as four grades were used), it 
does represent the mid-grade of the intermediate level. of the e1ementa17 
school. 
Definition of terms. -- The term "out-of-school" activities as 
used in this studr included the following: 
1. Activities participated in br the children before scnoo1 
hours each morning during the week. 
2. Activities participated in by the children from the close of 
school until bedtime. 
3. Activities participated in bf the children during the week-
end, Saturdaf and Sundar. 
4. During the week dars, activities were required to be at 
1eaat fifteen minutes in length. During the waek•end, the 
activities were required to be at least one half-hour in 
length. 
Supplementary data used. -- ·In addition to the recorded activities 
of the children, the following data was utilized in this studr: 
1. Intelligence test results as recorded for each child on the 
cumulative record. These intelligence test results were 
obtained from the Otis Quick Scoring Tests, Alpha and Beta forms. 
2. Achievement te1t results as recorded for each child on the 
cumulative record. These achievement test results were 
obtained from the Stanford Achievement Test, Primarr and 
Inte~ediate forms. 
a. Teacher's rating for each Child academically and socially. 
These ratings were recorded by the teacher at the end of 
each marki~ period, which coincided with the duration of 
this study. 
4. The results of sociograms as used in each classroom by the 
teacher in order to locate the leaders and isolates in each 
respective claaaroo~ 
Justification of the Problem 
Observation leads one to believe that out-of-school activities or 
children have a definite influence and bearing on their progress and 
adjustment in schoel work. These out-of-achool activities are varied 
in nature -playing in sports and games, watching television, listening 
to the radio, helping in the home, attending church and participating 
in church activities, attending social groups and clubs, reading, etc. -
and all have an important part in the child's out-o.t-achool lif'e. 
Through the constructive cooperation ot home and school, the lite of 
the child at home and at school is integrated. 
The curriculum of the elementar,y school is developed around 
centers o.t interest and areas that are challenging to the needs of 
children. JersUd and TascbY state that "in order best to serve the 
child, the school should try to discover and to deal with the needs and 
difficulties which are not revealed simply by studying his interest." 
Often it is possible to determine these needs by exploring his out-of-
school activities and by considering them in the light ot his school 
progress and adjustment. The knowledge of these out-of-school activities 
by the teachers would be of great importance in the planning and 
presentation of' the el.ementa.ry school. curricul.um. 
1/ lr'thUr T. Jersiid, Ru'EFi J. Tasch, Children's Interests and 'What They 
Suggest for Education, Bureau ol Publications, Teachers College, 
Coiumbia University, New York, 1949, P• 34. 
Selection of out-of-school activities.-- Through proper cuidance 
in the home and in school in relation to the selection of and partici• 
pation in out-of-school activities, it is felt that children ma, show 
marked changes and improvement in their school progress and adjustment. 
Parente have a major responsibili tr in the home to see that onlr whole-
some, meaningful, and productive activities are engaged in by their 
children. Ohildren todaf are fortunate to have manr citizen groups 
interested in their out-of•achool activities. The church-routh 
organisations, citizen sponsored groups, and caumanitr organizations 
are just a few of the citizen groupe interested 1n the welfare of 
chUdren during their hours out of school. The activities planned and 
auperviaed b7 these citilen groupe are the type whereb7 the chUdren. 
can and do expreas their own talents and interests. These activities 
are prochlctive in that they afford chUdren an opportunitr to relate 
these experiences to school situations. 
BurtonY states that: 
•accurate detaUed intormation concerning the learner 
1a neceasarr for successful teaching. Neither can goals be 
set nor teaching procedures be organized. without accurate 
knowledge of pupUa• needs, abilities, interests, rates of 
maturation, previous achool and life experiences, health, 
general home and culture baeqround, and manr other phases of 
pupU• s lives. Learning ditfieultiea, behavior problema, 
personalitr maladjuatmenta cannot be di&inosed and reedie4 
without accurate information about paat ezperiencea of the 
pup Us involved, their abUi ties and temperaments. • 
jJ William H. Burton, The Guidance of Learning Activities, Appleton-
Oenturr, New York, 1944, P• 514. 
7. 
Thus, the so-called out-ot-achool activities of children are a 
vital part of a child'• all inclusive achool lite. His school 
adjuatment and prosreas become a direct reaul.t of his experiences and 
activitiea out-of-echool. The activities that are properl7 selected 
b7 parents and are meaningful to the chUd, eventuaJJ.7 reaulta in the 
positive phJsical, mental, and social crowth of the chUd. 
CHAPTER II 
REVml OF LITERATURE 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
1. Survey Studies 
The out-of-school activities, interests, and experiences of 
children have been the subjects of many research studies during the past 
several years. Pupil interests have long been accepted as the "basis 
of economw" in learning and adjustment. In order best to serve the child 
the school should try to discover and deal 'With his needs and interests • 
Baxter~/ states that children are the social product of neighbor-
hood and cODmllllity living as well as family 11£e. Educators need to 
be aware of the cultural influences of neighborhood and community for 
they tend to persist in the behavior of individuals for many years. 
HildretJ/ writes that the all-inclusive aim of education today 
is to enable each individual child to make the best use of all his 
abilities, and to acquire the skills he needs in daily lite so that he 
can become a useful, active, contributing member of his community. 
In the school of today with cooperative, intelligent social 
1/ Bernice BaXter, Gertrude M. Lewis, Gertrude Me Cross, The Role of 
Elementary Education_, D. c. Heath and Company, Boston, 1952, P• 74. 
2/ Gertrude Hildreth, Child Growth Through Education, Ronald Press 
Company, New York, 1948, P• B. 
-10-
ll' 
behavior as a permanent value, every opportunity which affords the 
teacher a glimpse of the uninhibited behavior of children is a 
potential clue for guidance. The out-of-school activities of children 
are especially valuable for the insight which they make possible. 
various forms of inquiry have been used in determining these outside 
interests. The questionnaire, interview with both parents and children, 
~~d other similar techniques have been used to a great extent by 
educators in determining these outside interests and experiences of 
children. 
1/ 
Jersild and Tasch- used an Interest Finder with 21 248 children 
throughout the country and the answers to the question, "What I like 
best outside school," were as follows: 
1. About 60 percent of the children in the first three grades 
mentioned items under the heading of sports 1 games 1 play, 
and outdoor activities. 
2. About 70 percent of the children in grades four, five., and 
six mentioned items under the heading of sports, games, 
play, and outdoor activities. 
3. About 3 percent of the children in grades one to three 
mentioned items under the heading of areas of study and school. 
1/ ll'thU!' T. Jersild1 Ruth J. Tasch, Children's Interests and What T~ ~rifgest for Education, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Col ia 
U versity, New York, 1949. 
4. About 4 percent of the children in grades four to six 
mentioned items under the heading of areas of study and 
school. 
S. None listed any form of social activity - parties, scouts, 
etc., in grades one to three. 
6. Only one percent of the children in grades four to six 
mentioned any form of social activity. 
7 • About seven percent of the children in grades one to three 
listed items relating to chores, duties, etc. 
B. About thl"ee percent of the children in grades four to six 
mentioned items relating to chores, duties, etc. 
9. About 2$ percent of the children in grades one to three 
listed items referring to arts and crafts 1 music lessons 1 
dancing lessons, etc. 
10. About twc percent of the children in grades four to six 
listed items referring to arts and crafts 1 music lessons 1 
dancing lessons, etc. 
12 
As noted, the greatest percentages were in the areas of sp~ts, 
games 1 play, and other similar outdoor activities. Also noted, relatively 
few children participated in activities related to school, creative 
and fine arts, chores, and social activities. This is typical ot 
children of the elementary school level. The manner in which the 
1.3-
questionnai~e was worded - -what I like best outside of school" -
-
would result in answers which would indicate only those outside 
activities which would be popular with most all children of elementary 
school age. Evidence also showed that there is a great deal of 
repetitive and unproductive activity in children's out-of-school lives. 
Also many children expressed boredom and were apparently marking time 
with certain activities for lack of anything better to do. 
In considering the out-of-school activities of children it is 
pertinent to define recreation. Wrenn and Harley~/ contribute the 
following: 
"To define recreation is more difficult than might be 
supposed for one man's recreation can be another man's work. 
"Perhaps as good a definition as any is the simple one 
that recreation is wba.t a person finds pleasure in doing when 
be is not paid for it and does not feel any other obligation 
to do it. Recreation implies freedom of choice and action 
and bas the quality of bringing immediate personal satisfaction. 
It is sought fer its own sake ." 
This def inition points out the important fact that children 
par t icipate in the type of acti~~ty they enjoy doing. This choice of 
activity is all important in light of the c.h..ild 1s future life. 
2/ . 
Zirbes- states that the school should be a place where children 
are actively pursuing their own interests and growing in new inte~ests. 
1/ Gilbert W"renn and D. L. Harley, Time on Their Hands, American Council 
on Education, Washington, D. c., 1941, P• XV. 
2/ Laura Zirbes, Curriculum Trends, Association for Childhood Education, 
Washington, D. c., 1935. 
The school environment must be rich in opportunities for individual 
and group purposing of a worthwhile nature • 
The teacher holds a most important position in respect to 
providing the proper guidance and leadership in school for the children 
1/ in her charge. McCrory- points out that the teacher does not focus 
upon the child's present experiences as a final or separate thing. She 
views and interprets it as a part of his development. She also states 
that through constructive cooperation of home and school, the lite of 
the cP~ld at home and at school is integrated. The teacher realizes 
that the unif'ying force of environment welds the individual, the home, 
and community together. 
During a child's early school years, both the home and school try 
to direct their efforts to the proper guidance of the child in the 
selection of proper out-of-school activities. Streit~/ suggests that of 
aJ.l. the ages of life 1 youth is the time when energy 1 idealism and 
interest in other people can be captured most readily tor constructive 
purposes. It is accordingly the period when the greatest effort should 
be invested in facilitating the best use of leisure time. 
In her study of leisure time activities of ninth grade boys and 
1/ Mae Mccrory, Arialjticai Studies of the Teacherts Functions on the 
Role of the Teacher iri the IOdern School, Unpublished Master*s Thesis, 
Ohio state university, 1932, P• 19. 
2/ w. K. Streit, "Approach to Leisure Time Activities," American School 
Board Journal (July, 1949,) 119:17-18. 
girls, Crai~/ found that young people are engaged in many activities 
during their leisure time.. It was noted that guidance is necessary 
with these children in the proper selection of worthwhile out-of-school 
activities. 
2/ Jersil<F classifies activities such as reading~ viewing 
television, listening to the radio~ etc.~ as entertainment and should 
not be regarded simply as good or bad in their awn right~ but as 
convenient means whereby a child can give play to certain very strong 
interests. They are servants rather than the creators of the child•s 
appetite for vicarious experi ence. 
In order to best serve the child~ the school, using all its 
avenues of approach, should try to discover and to deal with needs and 
difficulties with respect to providing proper guidance in the selection 
of leisure time activities both in and out of school. 
. 3/ Wl. th regard to low achievers and high achievers Wieas- ooncludes 
that it appears~ generally speaking, that ~~gh achievers are healthier, 
1/ lriria. c. craig, Survey of Leisure Time Activities and Interests of 
linth Grade ~s and Girls, Unpublished Master•.s Thesis, Boston 
university~ ~ o. . 
2/ Arthur T. Jersild and Associates 1 Child Development and the 
~urrieulum1 Bureau of Publications, Teachers dollege,columbia University, 
New York, 1948, P• 122. 
3/ Edward A. Wicas, A Study of the Factors of Personality Adjustment 
'Or Maladjustment that Distinguishes Over-Achievers and Under-Achievers, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1952. 
1o 
happier, and better appearing individuals than are their opposite 
numbers. They have more friends, take part in more social activities, 
do more reading and individual thinking, and are more social and 
better adjusted to school than are low achievers • The upper group 
takes school and school work more seriously~ place higher values on 
their achievement and appears to have their thinking geared to their 
future needs in the world of work and of taking their place in adult 
life. The direct opposite view is usually presented by the law achievers. 
1/ A study by Lehman and WittY""" indicated that educationally retarded 
and accelerated children engage in about the same number of play activities 
as do children who are making normal progress in 1JOhool1 but there 
appeared, in this survey, to be a marked tendency among pupils who had 
law progress quotients to turn to social play activities, as compared 
with children who made normal school progress • 
2/ 
A study by Lajoie- on the tastes and interests in the choice of 
leisure time activities of a representative group of boys in the inter-
mediate grades 1 produced the following conclusions: 
1Jl>aUi A. Witty, "Children Interests in Reading the Comics," Experimental 
!ducatian (December, 1941,) 10:100-4. 
2/ A. Lajoie, A StuS{ of the Tastes and Interests in the Choice of 
teisure Time Act!Vi t es Of a RepresentaU ve Group of Boys lri the 
Intermediate Grades, Unpublished Masteris Thesis, Boston university, 
1956. 
1. Practically 100 percent of the boys are for sports. The 
parents attitude toward sports was: 
a. 5'1 in favor 
b. 35 interested 
c. '1 not interested 
d. 1 objected 
2. Boys in the "Low Average Group" spend much of their leisure 
time earning money. 
s. Sixty-tour of the entire group of 200 studied one musical. 
instrument. 
As would be expected, the major interests of boys are sports and 
earning money. Although the study indicated that parents of the boys 
did assume some interest in the activities, the parents still have a 
major reaponsibUity in taking a more serious interest in what their 
chUdren do during their leisure time. 
Research reveals that most of the studies conducted on leisure 
time activities have been done on the junior and senior high school 
level, however, in Sawyer•.Y study the following conclusions were 
J:7 
established concerning the needs and interests of the nine year old cbUd 
as revealed through hia leism-e time activities: 
1. About 50 percent of the age group belong to one or more 
organized clubs. 
iJ Russell D. Sawyer, The Needs and ·Interests of the Nine Year Old aa 
Revealed Through his Leisure Time Activities, Unpublished Yaater•s 
Thesis, Boston University, 1949. 
2. About 56 percent of the bora like to read when alone, 
49 percent of the girle. 
1~ 
3. Activities common to both bo71 and girls were listening to the 
radio and reacU.ng. 
4. Girla tend toward drawing, coloring picturea, cutting paper 
dolls, and sewing. 
5. BOJI tend toward manual activitJ throu&b handicrafta, 
drawing, making model planet, and doing puzzlea. 
6. Activities-within the family unit are a fixed pattern for 
both bo7s and girla. Closer participation in activities bJ 
all menbers of the fami.l7 would be excellent for the phpical 
and mental health of the chUd, particularlJ the latter. 
'1. Sixt7•1iz percent of the boys liat riding in the car, card 
came•, and picnicking. rifty-four percent of the girls lilt 
the aame items. 
a. Boya and girls of todar are engaged almoat entirely in 
activities requiring a high degree of stUl. Tbeee coneiat 
of games and eporta. 
The findings made b7 1111J/ in hia etudy of five hundred azul 
four famUiea to determine the relationehip between certain factors and 
i/1amea A. Wrlie, A Burvg of J'ive lllndred and J'our J'amiliee to Determine 
the Relationehip Between Certain J'actora and the Nature of the J'amill 
Recreation Program, Doctoral Dissertation, Boston University, 1949. 
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the nature of the famil7 recreation factors and the nature of the familJ 
recreation program were quite different and contrar,r to the findings of 
Saw.rer•s study'. He fOUDd that the types of activitiea most frequentl;r 
used 1n familJ recreation progr81J18 are those that are not hichll' 
organised and require little or no preparation. He also found that a 
great majority of families have few interests in coDDOn. 
Educational leaders are in unanimous agreement that an;rthing 
w1 thin the experience of the chUd is an important tool which Dl18t be 
used to the fullest possible extent. Also, much concern is expressed 
about the activities of chUdren during school hours, but little or no 
guidance is provided as to the types of activities chUdren should 
participate in after school hours. 
Teachers mst studJ the significance of the variet7 of environ-
mental factors operating in the lives of the chUdren she is teaehinl. 
'J.'he type of activitJ chUdren participate in after school hou.ra is 
often the result of these environmental factors. 
A quotation bf Terman reported by FrJerlf states that: 
•ror understanding an individual's total personality it 
is absolutelJ necessar;r to tnow something about the kinds 
and the intensitJ of his interests. As long aa this 
knowledge is lacking, neither educational nor vocational. 
cuidance can have a solid foundation.• 
if Douclaa J'rTer, Measurement of Interest, Henrr Hall and Oompa.Jl71 
New York, 1981, P• XVII. 
Therefore, if the school is to consider the ''t·rhole child" in 
its program of instruction, it is imperative that necessary time 
and consideration be given to children with respect to assisting 
them in the proper selection of wholesome outside activities. 
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2. Area Studies 
Studies on the out-of'-school activities of elementary school 
children are very limited as compared to the number of studies 
available on the out-of-school activities of secondary school children. 
Although the home is the dominant factor in child development and 
adjustment, mere amphaeis is being placed on the role of the school and 
conmunity with respect to providing children with the proper guidance 
in the selection of their out-of~school activities. 
1/ Edwards- study resulting from a survey of 300 children of grades 
IV ~ VII with respect to what they did after school, produced the 
following conclusions: 
1. The majority of the children spend from one to five hours 
daily listening to the radio and viewing television. 
2. Reading ranked second with regard to the total time. 
3. OUtdoor play activities also ranked high. All but a small 
percentage said their parents played with them. 
4. Those who were responsible for certain chores said they were 
paid for doing them. 
5. Hobbies were very popular with both boys and girls. 
6. About one per cent of the time was devoted to religious training. 
1/ Phyllis o. Edri.!'ds, "Around the Clock with the Elementary Pupil," 
Grade Teacher (March, 1951) 1 68:17~18. 
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1/ Ciolkowski- reports from a survey of parents of a selected group 
of elementary school children of grades four, five, and six: 
1. Pupil participation in organized out-of-school activities 
increases in number and complexity with age and grade level. 
2~ Ho~~ and community sponsored activities require a greater 
expenditure of time than do school sponsored activities. 
3a The difference in time spent on each activity by boys and 
girls in each grade was insignificant. 
4. The difference in time spent on watehing television and/or 
movies by boys and girls in each grade was insignificant., 
In her study of the leisure activities of hig~chievers and low-
. 2/ 
achievers, in a seventh grade of a selected Junior High School, Shattuc~ 
found that both groups expressed a very limited desire far participation 
in many outside activities • 66.6 per cent for the high-achievers and 
36.6 per cent fer the low-achievers. The average weekly time spent by 
the low-achievers at the movies was 1.8 times greater than that by the 
high-achievers. She also found that out-of-door activities were most 
desired by both groups. With regard to reading, she noted that the 
hig:n...a.chievers read approximately four times as many books as the low-
1/ Louis I. ciolkowski, An Analysis of Organized Out-of-school Activities 
Of Selected Elementary School Children, Unpublished Master•s Thesis, 
Boston University, 1952. . 
2/ Ruth w. Shattuck, The Leisure Activities of High Achievers a."1d Low-
Ichievers in Grade Seven of the Nashua Junitr High School,~ Unpublished 
Service Paper, Boston Universit,y, 195o. 
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achievers during a period of one year. 
Mitchell,!/ in a study dealing with the extent and variety or 
children 1 s interest in reading found that the reading interests of 
middle grade children are very broad and that teachers, librarians, 
and others working with children should consider the wide variety of 
their interests in providing many types of reading materials for them. 
As the result of an investigation of the reading interests of 
2/ 
middle grade children, Roberts- found that there was very little change 
in the interests or tb:) children in the sixth grade from those in the 
fourth grade. With respect to types of stories read by both girls and 
boys of the middle grades 1 she also fotmd that boys liked stories about 
"people of the past" and "tales of invention end discovery." Gil'ls 
liked "tales of fun and fancy" and a category listed as "rhyme and 
rhythm." Both were interested in animals, mysteries, and detective 
stories. They showed ver.y little interest in "the world about you" 
Girls like boys I books, wl"t.ile boys showed 
no interest in girls I books. 3/ Purcell,- in her study on the leisure 
1/ Sarah E. M1tch811, Construction and Evaluation of a Measure of 
!'reading Preference 1 Unpublished Master 1 s Thesis, Boston university 1 1944. 
2/ Phyllis Roberts, An Investigation of the Reading Interests of Middle 
<'rrade Children, Unpublished Masteris Thesim, Boston University, 1949. 
3/ Eleanor E. Purcell, The Leisure Reading Interests of the Nine-Year 
~d1 Unpublished Masteris Thesis, Boston University, 1949. 
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reading interests of the nine-year old, concluded that there was a 
marked difference between the reading preferences of nine-year old boys 
and nine-year old girls. She also found that the nine-year old child 
is developing the worthwhile habit of borrowing books regularly from the 
local public library. This finding is important according to Purcell 
in t..~a t it reveals the fact the elementary school children, at an early 
age, are establishing good reading habits with respect to leisure reading 
after school hours. 
~th respect to the amount of time spent viewing television, 
Riley~/ reports that in a survey of 21,000 pupils in EYanston, IlU_nois, 
Witty, a professor at Northwestern, found that in homes 1'l':i. th television, 
the average student spends 3.12 hours daily vieWing television. 
Sprowl'~/ study of the television interests of 224 children in 
gra.cles four, five, and six indicated that in general girls and boys like 
the same type of program. With respect to hobbies, children in grade 
six have mere hoo bies than in any other grade and girls have more hobbies 
than boys. 
An important factor that parents must face with respect to the 
viewing of television by their children is the type of program they select. 
1/ Frank Riley, and James Peterson, "Social Impact of Television," Survey, 
tNovember, 1950) 1 86:482-6. 
2/ Eleanor B. Sprowl, A Survey of the Television Interests ot 224 
Children in Grades Four, Five, and Six, UnpUblished Master's Thesis, 
Boston University, 1952. 
1/ 
Rehage- found in a study of 200 school children of Newton, Massa-
chusetts, with respect to types of programs, that more than half of 
the cl"J.ldren did not follow the types of programs their parents thought 
best. 
2/ Butterfield•s- study of program preference resulted in a similar 
conclusion that not enough guidance is given to children in their program 
selecting. It was fou..11d that almost 6o per cent of the children are 
allawed to watch any program they wish. She also found that the mother 
in the home was the person that helped most in choosing a program. 
Program preferences seem to be mainly of value for entertainment. 
This means that children need careful guidance by their parents in the 
selection of wholesome type programs. 
Wi tt.;J./ stresses a point concerning guida.nca with respect to leading 
pupils to engage in a balanced program of individually sui table leisure 
activities. He offers the following suggestions: 
1. Stimulate every pupil to develop desirable interests and to 
engage in rich and varied experiences. 
1/ Kenneth J. Rehage, "Notes on Television and the Schools," 
Elementary School Journal (November, 1949), 50:130. 
2/Marjorie I. Butterfield, Program Preferences in Television of Grade 
Jour Pupils in Lowell, Massachusetts, Unpublished Masteris Thesis, 
Boston University, 1951. 
3/ Paul Witty, "Television and the Educative Process," School and Society, 
\December 15, 1951), 74:369-372. 
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2 • Study each pupil• s reading. Try to guide him toward a program 
of varied and satisfying forms of reading. 
3. Study also his total pattern of activities in and out of school 
and encourage him to cultivate a balanced and individually 
appropriate program. 
4. Know each pupil and his particular needs,. Find out what he is 
seeing on television and in the movies er hearing on the radio. 
Let him share with you the pleasure he finds j_n t..i.ese programs • 
5. Set aside time for reading and for discussing books and 
magazines. Read with children. 
6. Encourage each pupil to listen discriminately, to read 
critically, and to develop standards for appraising books, 
movies, radio, and television offerings. 
1. Provide books and reading materials on different subjects of 
interest to each pupil and gradually increase their difficulty 
so as to improve reading skills and taste. 
B. Bear in mind that each pupil needs to find joy and satisfaction 
in reading. Help lU.m to read widely in accord with his needs 
and i..'lterests. 
1/ W.ith respect to the area of Creative Arts, Scanlon- writes that 
1/ Mildred Scanlon, "Using the Creative Arts to Meet Recreation Needs 
of Adolescents,r. The High School Journal, (April 1952), 35:200-201. 
2? 
children are interested in the creative arts and make constant use of 
them in our world today. Each indivldual is looking for some activity 
that gives him personal satisfaction. The creative arts that have 
brought satisfaction through the ages - music, drama, dance, rhythm, 
sculpture, and art in all its various forms - should be offered to 
children in as attractive and appealing manner as possible. 
1/ Winslow- also concurs with this statement concerning the 
importance of creative arts: 
"Knowledge to be real must be founded upon the experience 
of the learner, and obviously there can be no growth apart 
from self-activity. Since children are forever active and 
curious, their activities should be directed toward some 
definite worthwhile end; desirable changes in their habits, 
attitudes 1 skills, and knowledge will be brought about through 
investigating and creating." 
In summarizing a study made of children's interest from grade 
2/ four through seven, Ghiorse- presented the following conclusions: 
1. Boys in all the age groups studied, showed a pronounced 
interest in both indoor and outdoor sports. 
2. Among girls this interest in sports becomes a factor only 
after the age of 11. 
3. Girls indicate an interest in artistic things whereas boys 
show no interest in that area. 
1/ Leon t. Winslow, Art iri Elementary Education, McGraw - Hill Book co., 
Inc., New York and London, 1942, PP• 52-53. 
2/ Marie K. Ghiorse, et el., A Survey of Children's Interests IP.rom Grade 
IV through Grade VIII in the Fields of Active Recreation, Entertainment, 
Reading, School Subjects, and Vocations, Unpublished Master•s Thesis, 
Boston Urilversity, 1953. 
4. Radio and television are ratsd as a second preference Q7 
all age groups of boys. 
5 • Girls • interest in radio and television show s. sharp drop 
after the age of 13. 
6. The interests of girls vary from one age level to another. 
The interest of boys remain fairly constant from age 8 
through 15. 
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Pertinent to this study. - The general studies to date in the 
area of outside activities, still reveal the need for further 
investigation of out-of-school activities of elementary school children, 
parental participation in such activities, and the bearing of activity 
participation on school adjustment. 
The area studies {television, hobbies, reading, etc.,) suggest 
appropriate categories which may be used later in the classification 
of the specific after school and week-end activities of elementary 
school children. Further study of the relationship between television 
viewing, time spent in reading, and outdoor play merit investigation. 
The procedures for conducting this further investigation are presented 
in the following chapters. 
CHAPTER III 
PROOEDURE 
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CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
1. Construction of the Instrument 
Type of instrument.-- The type of instrument used in this 
study was a recording device constructed in such a way as to provide 
each child an opportunity to record their activities easi]y. The 
instrument was divided into three major parts, namely: 
1. The record of the activity. 
2. Time designation. 
a. The time interval used during the week-day was 15 
minutes, and 30 minutes for the week-end. 
3. With whom the child did the activity. 
a. By themselves 
b. With other children 
c. With their parents 
A notation to the parents to record their part in the study was 
included at the end of the instrument. Also, a place for the parent 1 s 
signature indicating that they had observed the child in the recording 
of the activities. (See sample of instrument in Appendix, page 107) 
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Trial JiiXperiment. - Prior to the proposed studJ, a trial. 
e:r;periment wa.1 carried out to determine types of activities per-
formed by children in grades three, four, five, and aiz. The trial 
study involved one class in each grade, a total of 135 pupUs. The 
children were asked to keep a record of their after school activities 
for a period of one week. ;In this trial study, the primary purpose 
was to observe the various types of activities participated in b7 
the selected chUdren after school. hours. The figures represent 
the nser of chUdren who participated in the various activities. 
The results of the trial study are shown in Table 1 on the 
following page. 
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Table 1. Try-out Listing of Activities of one Class in each Grade -
Three, Four, Five, and Six - Total - 135 Pupils. 
OUT-oF-3CHOOL GRADE III GRADE IV GRADE V GRADE VI 
ACTIVITIES 
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
(1) (2) (3) m m 
1. Home - chores 10 9 15 11 8 7 17 26 
-
2. Amusements ••• 56 63 53 45 55 80 59 53 
Sports 
Games 
Television 
Radio 
3. Clubs •••••••• - 2 2 - - 9 - 6 
Boy Scouts 
Girl Scouts 
Cubs 
Brownies 
Camp Fire Girls 
4. Church •••••••• - - - 1 - - 4 3 
5. Schoolwork •••• 6 5 3 11 5 5 3 ll 
6. Earn Money •••• 
- - -
5 7 6 1 7 
7. Fine Arts ••••• 
-
5 5 
- -
1 5 9 
Music Lessons 
Dancing Lessons 
Painting 
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It was noted immediately !'ran this study that the category 
of Amusements, w:P.ich included the activity of looking a.t Television, 
was the most popular in all four grades. Chores and Helping at Home 
also showed definite importance in respect to what children did out-
side or school. From an evaluation of the results of this trial 
study, it ~ decided that no definite categories for classifying 
activities should be designated at the outset or the study, but 
rather the categories should be translated and telescoped .trom the 
total list or activities. 
The out-of-achool activities of children are many and varied 
in nature. It n.a noted that out-of•school activities of children 
in III8JlT previous atudiea were aimUar to the general groupings and 
categories. ·In this study, the children were allowed to do "free" 
recording of their activities rather than setting up the categories 
for them initially. 
Recording of activities. ·- The procedure used and the place 
provided on the recording instrument for the children's out-of-school 
activities was devised in such a way as to enable the participating 
children to record, 1n a sequential manner, their out-of-school 
activitiea. 
;In Column Il\liii:)er 1, the activity performed by the child was 
recorded at the time as designated in the time column. 
The child placed a check mark in the appropriAte column, number 
2, 3, or 4 depending on whether the child performed the activi t1 1 
by himself, with other children or with his parenta. For each week-
day, the time interval was 15 minutes beginning at 6:00 A. M. and 
ending at 8:30 A. M. (beginning of school); beginning again at 3:45 p. 14. 
and continuing until 11:00 P. 14. For the week-end, Saturda7 and Sunday, 
the time interval was 30 minutes, beginning at 6:00 A. 14. and continuing 
until 12:00 midnight. 
Letter to parents. -- As in &1.1 studies in which children are 
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requested to record data at home, the cooperation of the parents was 
vi tally important. Because of the number of children involved in the 
study, an official letter from the Superintendent of Schools was sent 
home to the parents of each child participating in the study reque st:ing 
their cooperation in the completion of the study. A copy of this 
letter is found in the Appendix, page 108. 
Selection of categories: -- The following categories evolved from 
the listing of activities by the children during the recording periods: 
1. Television 
2. Reading, library, studying 
3. Creative arts - dancing classes, music classes, art classes 
4. Outdoor play - games, sports (individual and group) 
5. Indoor play - gamas, sports (individual and group) 
6. Religious activities - church, choir, youth organizations 
7. Chores - helping at home 
8. Clubs - church, scouts, caJnpfire, neighborhood with adult 
supervision, supervised recreation programs, social 
9. Outside activities - visiting, auto trips, shopping 
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2. Administration of ·Instrument 
Selection of Gl"ades and Children .... Grades three, four, five, and 
aiz were selected for this study. Children of this age level represent 
an age group whose outside activities are varied in nature and ever-
changing. 
The nurd:>er of children in each grade who initiallJ participated 
in the stud7 was as follo\18: 
Table 2. Number of Children ·.Init1all7 in Study 
Grade Humber of 
Children 
(11 (2) 
'tD: •••• 102 
IV •••• sa 
v •••• 69 
VI •••• 8'1 
Total •••• 340 
Random sampling. -· The technique of random sampling was used 
in this study to provide ease in handling data as a variety of 
analyses were to be made. All children in grade four were used in 
the statistical analysis of the obtained data. for that grade. The 
following procedure was used in grades three, five, and six: 
1. The children were listed according to their respective 
intelligence quotients, beginning with the highest. 
2. EaCh Child was then assigned a number, number l for the 
highest ·I. Q., number 2 for the nert highest, etc. 
3. Beginning with number one, every third child was selected. 
This sampling of every third youngster was necessary to reduce 
the amount of checking per grade, which, with the reduced sampling 
amounted to some 5,800 record sheets for each grade - three, five, and 
eix - and approximately 14,000 record sheets for grade four. ·It was 
felt that the conclusions drawn from the statistical analysis of the 
fourth grade chUdren would give a representative picture of the other 
children and would be indicative of the type of out-of-school activities 
participated in by elementary school children. 
From this technique of random sampling, the following nurmers of 
children were utilized in the final analysis of the data: 
Table 3. Number of Children in Final Analysis 
Grade Number of 
Children 
{1) (2) 
Ill •••• 34 
rl •••• 82 
v •••• 33 
VI •••• 3.3 
Total •••• 182 
Length of stugr. 1n order to obtain as complete data as 
possible on the types of activities and the time spent on each 
activity, the study was organized to coincide with the regular 
school year. It was felt that only through a recording of activ-
ities the children participated in during the regular school year 
would a complete and accurate account be obtained and a complete 
statistical analysis could be done on the obtained data. Therefore, 
the fo~ting sampling was designated for the recording periods: 
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Table 4. Recording Periods of Children's Activities 
First Period Second Period Third Period 
t.L)_ (2) (3) 
November 15-21 January 24-30 March 21-27 
November 29- January 31- March 28-
December 5 February 6 .April 3 
December 6-12 February 7-13 April 4-10 
December 13-19 February 14-20 Aprilll-17 
Total - 4 weeks Total - 4 weeks Total - 4 weeks 
The total time for the entire recording period was 12 weeks. 
Another factor regarding the recording periods was the selection 
of the periods to coincide not only with the school year for the purpose 
of continuity, but with the various seasons of the year so that varied 
responses would be given by the children. As noted in Table 4, the 
periods of recording generally fell into the fall, winter., and spring 
seasons. Thus, a great number of different types of activities resulted. 
Teacher orientation.- Prior to initiating the study, an 
orientation conference was held with the teachers of the designated 
grades participating in the study • The teachers were given a broad 
overview of the study, its purposes and procedures 1 with a. detailed 
explanation of the procedure to be used in the distribution and 
collection of the activity sheets. The procedure to be used was as 
follows: 
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le On the first day of the study, each teacher explained to his 
children the purpose of the activity sheets. 
2. Children were told hem to record their activities and where 
to cheek with whom they did the activity. 
3. Activity sheets for the entire week, including the week-end, 
were distributed to the cl'lildren on the Monday of each new 
week for each designated week of the study. 
4. On the first day of the study, each teacher noted the personal 
letter to the parents of the children. 
5. Teachers noted carefully with their children that only activities 
of at least 15 minutes in length were to be noted for the week 
days and activities of at least 30 minutes in length were to be 
noted for the week-end. 
6. Each child was instructed to have his parent•s signature on 
each activity sheet. 
'1. Completed activity sheets were to be brought in each Monday 
morn!nr. 
a. Activity sheets were collected by the teachers each llond&J 
morning. 
9. This procedure was followed each week for the total twelve 
weeks. 
Sociometric techni9!!e. -- To determine the leaders and isolatea 
in each class, teachers used sociograms during the recording period. 
Two questions were asked of each chUd: 
1. 11Wi th whom would ;you like to pl&f! 11 
a. •with whom would JOU like to work on a class projectr• 
Children With three selections were selected, but 1n order to 
have an equal distribution of both leader• and isolates, it waa 
necessary to include children with four selections. 
Reliabllit;r. •• The reliabilit;y of the procedure waa ascertained 
by the following method: 
1. During each recording period, 100 children were interviewed 
concerning their activities. The interview followed c1oael7 
the period of recording. 
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1. The result showed an 85 - 90 percent degree of reliabilit7 
between the interview data and recording data. This reflected 
a aatisfactory degree of reliability between the interview 
and actual recordings. 
Data to be used.- Da.ta to be used in further study or 
factors which might have some relation or significance for the 
activity data were the following: 
le Achievement Test Results - The test reBUlts of the 
Stanford Achievement Test as obtained during the school 
year. The grade placement of the test will be used. 
2. Ability Test Results -- The test results or the otis 
Quick Scoring Test as obtained during the school year. 
3. Teachers• marks -- as recorded b,y each teacher for each 
marld.ng period. 
4. High Achievers - Low Achievers - Grade four. From 
recorded achievement test resul te ~ 20 children with the 
highest scores were classified as high achievers; 
20 children with the lowest scores were classified as 
low achievers. 
5. Leaders and Isolates - results of sociometric technique -
sociograms. 
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CHAPTER J!.l 
< 
TREAT11!.l:NT OF DATA 
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CHAPTm IV 
TREATMENT OF DATA 
Analysis of Data.. - The data obtained .from this study were 
analyzed to determine: 
1. The average time spent per pupil :tn each out-of-school 
activity in grades three, four, five, and six. 
2. The average time spent per pupil in grade four during the 
week-ends. 
3. The amount of time spent on each out-of-school activity by 
both the leaders and isolates. 
4. The amount of time spent on each out-of-school activity by 
both the high achievers and low achievers. 
5. The difference in the amount of' time spent on each out-of-
school activity by the leaders as compared with the amount 
of' time spent on each out-of-school activity by the isolates 
or grade f' our. 
6. The difference in the amount of' time spent on each out-of-
school activit,y by the high achievers as compared to the 
amount of' time spent on each out-of-school activity by the 
low achievers of' grade .fb ur. 
7. The trend, if any 1 in the amount of time spent on each 
out-of-school activity .from grade three to grade six. 
Television category. -- The data which .follow describe pupil 
time spent on viewing television: 
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Figure 1. The Average Time Spent on Television by a 
Representative Sample of 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 
6th Grade Children. 
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An analysis of Figure 1 reveals appro.rlmately 85 hours spent 
during a 6o day period in viewing Television by the elementary 
school group of the sample. Little difference is noted between 
grades except for grade six which spends a 1i ttle more time in 
viewing television on school days than grades three, four or five. 
Interpreting Figure 1 on a daily basis, it is determined that 
children in this age group spend about an hour and a half a day 
viewing television. This amount of time, representing an average, 
does not appear to present a major educational problem. However, 
when one recognizes that some individuals are spending as Dl8l1.y' as 
four or five hours a day, the educational factor for this group 
becomes quite significant. 
Beading, studying catego;r;y:. -- The following data describe 
pupil time spent on reading and studying: 
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Figure 2. The Average Time Spent on Reading by a 
Representat ive Sample of 3rd, 4th, 5th, 
and 6th Grade Children. 
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A study of Figure 2 discloses quite a different picture than 
the one in Figure le Only about 25 hours are spent in a 60 day 
period in Reading by the selected saDple of' elementary school 
children. A slight increase in the amount of time is noted between 
grades four, five and six. Yet there was a deciided drop in time 
between grades three and four. 
On a daily basis, this Figure indicates that elementary school 
children of' this age group spend about 25 minutes a day in reading. 
This amount of' time, which represents an average, presents a 
definite educational problem. This problem is most important in 
that it is with children of this age group that the foundation o£ 
reading is laid and future reading problems eliminated. 
Creative arts category. -- The data which follow describe 
pupil time spent in creative arts: 
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Figure 3· The Average Time Spent on Creative Arts by a 
Representative Sample of 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 
6th Grade Children. 
Figure 3 gives a very decisive picture of a pepresentative 
group of elementary school children spending about an average 
o£ sixteen hours in a 60 day period on Creative Arts. This 
averages about 15 mtnutes per day. 
It is noted that there is a steady increase in the amount 
o£ time spent on creative art activities .f'rom grade four to £iva 
to six. This would indicate that there is an expanding interest 
in the field of creative arts as children grow older. 
Outdoor play catego:cy. - The data which follow describe 
pupil time spent on outdoor plq activitiesa 
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Figure 4• The Average Time Spent on Outdoor Play by 
a Representative Sample of Jrd, 4th, 5th, 
and oth Grade Children. 
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Figure 5. The Average Time Spent on Indoor Play by 
a Representative Sample of Jrd, 4th, 5th, 
and oth Grade Children. 
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An inspection or both Figures 4 and 5 indicates that 
appro.xima.tely the same amount of time is spent on both outside 
and Inside Play Activities by a representative group of the 
elementar.y school sample or grades three, four, five and six 
children. In Figure 4 it is noted that children in grade three 
spend more time on outside plan than grades :f'our, :f'ive and six. 
In Figure 5 the children in grades three and four spend approx-
ima tely the same amount of time on playing indoors 1 with grades 
five and six a slightly lesser amount of time. 
Interpreting these two figures on a daily basis, it is 
concluded that children in this age group spend less than an 
hour on both indoor and outdoor play. This amount of time, which 
represents an average, apparently is low due to the increased 
amount of time children are spending on viewing television programs. 
This appears to be a rather serious problem in that children are 
not getting the full benefit of good, wholesome play activities. 
Religious activities category. -- The da.ta which follow 
describe pupil time spent on religious activities: 
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Figure 6. The Average Time Spent on Religious Activities 
by a Representative Sample of Jrd, 4th, .5th, and 
6th Grade Children. 
A study of Figure 6 reveals a most dismal picture of 
what little time is spent on Religious Activities by the elemen-
tary group of the sample. It is also noted that there is prac-
tically no difference in the amount of time between grades. 
Interpreting this figure on a weekly basis, it is concluded 
that children in this age gr011p spend less than 30 minutes a 
week on activities related to church and religious work. This 
amount of time, representing an average, presents a grave problem 
as to the insignificant place religion has been given in the lives 
of our school children today. 
Chores categorr. -- The data which follow describe pupil 
tine spent on chores: 
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Figure 7. The Average Time Spent on Chores by a 
Representative Sample of 3rd, 4th, 5th, 
and 6th Grade Children. 
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An analysis of Figure 'I denotes a very clear picture of 
the close relationship between age and respons!bUitr • the older 
a child becomes, the more responsibility he is readr to accept. An 
average of about 151- hours were spent during a 60 da7 period in 
chores. A definite increase in time is noted between each grade 
with grade au children spending more time on chores than the 
other grades. 
-Interpreting this figure on a da111 basis, it is determined 
that children in this age group spend about 15 minutes per day' on 
chores. This amount of time, representing an average, does not 
appear to present a major educational problem. Howswr, it does 
present a definite home problem in respect to parents• responsibility 
to their children. 
Clubs category. -- The data which f'ollow describe pupil time 
spent on club activities: 
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Figure 8. The Average Time Spent on Clubs by a 
Representative Sample of Jrd, 4th, 5th, 
and 6th Grade Children. 
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Figure 8 reveals approximatelY' 15 hours spent during a 
60 day period in club work such as Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, etc. 
There is practically no difference in the amount of time in 
each grade 1 w:t. th children in grades five and six spending a 
little more time in club work than in grades three and four. 
Interpreting this Figure on a weekly basis 1 it is determined 
that children in this age gr011p spend about one hour per week 
participating in club activities. This indicates that elementary 
school children of this age group are interested in and do partic-
ipate in youth groups and organizations which are directly under 
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the supervision of adults. This is an important finding in that 
children of this age group are participating in that type of out-of-
school activity which has the proper adult leadership and super-
vision. 
Outside activities category. -- The data which .follow describe 
pupil time spent on outside activ.tties: 
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Figure 9. The Average Time Spent on Outside Activities 
by a Representative Sample of 3rd, 4th, 5th, 
and 6th Grade Children. 
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An examination of Figure 9 discloses a picture similar 
to that revealed in Figure 8. An average of 12! hours in a 
60 day period spent on Oltside A.ctivities - visiting, shopping, 
etc. • by elementary school cr.J.ldren of this age groo.p. 
There is a slight decrease in the amount of time between 
grades three and .tour • with a slight increase between grades .tour 
and five. Children in grades five and six spend about the same 
amount of time on outside activities. Interpreting this on a. 
weekly basis• it ia determined that this group of elementary 
school children spend about an hour in outside activities, such 
as visiting, shopping• automobile riding, etc. 
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Since the fourth grade appeared quite representative of 
the grade levels studied, a more detailed analysis was made of 
the fourth grade activities during the week-end periods. 
\i:i.th this in mind, it is felt that a clear and concise 
picture can be obtained of all the elementary school children 
represented by the selected grade groups of this studY. 
Television catego;r, week-ends •. -- The following data 
de scribe pupil tiloo spent viewing television during week-ends 
by fourth grade children: 
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Figure 10. The Average Time Spent on Television by All 
Children of Grade ~ During the Week-ends. 
An &nal.JBil of Figure 10 reveal.a that approximately 68 hours 
are spent viewing television during the 12 net-ends b7 all fourth 
grade children. tt il noted that chUdren spend a great deal 
more time viewing television with other children and their parents 
than viewing &lone. This is important in that it is probable that 
a better type of program is selected b7 the parents tor viewing. 
'Interpreting this Figure in relation to one week-end, it il 
determined that children in this age group spend between five and 
six hours viewing television during a nek-end. ;In itself, this 
is not too serious a problem, however, when one recognises that 
III&D.J fourth grade children spend more time viewing television it 
is a problem of major importance. 
Reading, studying category, week-ends. -- The .following data 
describe pupil tiDE spent on reading and studying during week-ends 
by .fourth grade children: 
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Figure 11. The Average Time Spent on Reading by All 
Children of Grade 4 during the week-ends. 
A study of Figure 11 reveals a most serious educational. 
problem. Only about 12 hours are spent on Reading during the 12 
week-ends or about one hour per week-end period. This time ia 
spent by the children in reading alone. 
A further interpretation of this Figure indicates that there 
is a definite lack of parental interest in helping or listening 
to their chUdren read at home. There is a vast difference in 
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the time spent on television • 68 houri - and the time spent on 
reading - 12 hours. This is a moat important factor for educatora • 
one that ahoul.d be carefull7 considered and studied since reading 
is one of our basic subjects and one where chUdren seem to have 
the most trouble. Parenti are constantly complaining that their 
children can not read wall. 
Creative arts categorz, week-ends. -· The following data describe 
pupU time spent on creative arts during week-ends by fourth grade 
children: 
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Figure 12. The Average Time Spent on Creative Arts by All 
Children of Grade 4 During the Week-ends. 
An examination of ~igure 12 discloses that only about five 
hours are spent on Creative Arts Activities during a 12 week-end 
period. Children spend only about four hours by themselves during 
this entire period on this activity. Even a lesser amount of time 
is spent on it with other children and only one hour with their 
parents. Again, comparing with Figure 10 • viewing television -
this type of activity apparently has very little interest among 
the selected sample of grade four children. · 
With so little time spent on creative arts, children are not 
taking advantage of what creative ability they may have. This is 
significant in that parents ahoul.d recognize apparent ability in 
this activity and should encourage wider participation in it. 
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Outdoor play category, week-ends. -- The following data describe 
pupil time spent on outdoor play activities during week-ends by fourth 
grade children: 
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Figure 13. The Average Time Spent on Outdoor Play by All 
Children of Grade ~ During the Week-ends. 
An analysis of Figure 13 indicates that approximately 46 
hours of a 12 week-end period are spent on Outdoor Pl&J by the 
selected sample of elementary children. During this period of 
time, about four hours were spent by the children playing alone. 
A decided increase in time is noted in children playing with 
other children. This time is increased to about 40 hours. However, 
less than one hour is noted for outside play with their parents. 
Educationally, the results revealed by this figure do not 
indicate any serious problem. Yet, they do propose a most direct 
challenge to parents, in that more parental responsibility and 
leadership is necessary in respect to their children's outside 
activities. This close relationship is necessary during these 
formative years for the assurance of future leaders rather then 
problems. 
Indoor play categor;y, week-ends. -- The following data describe 
pupil time spent on indoor play activities during week-ends by fourth 
grade children: 
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Figure 14. The Average Time Spent on Indoor Play by All 
Children of Grade 4 During the Week-ends. 
An analysis of Figure 14 discloses a total of approzimately 
28 hours are spent during a 12 week-end period in plaring indoors by 
ali grade four children of the group. :It is noted that children 
spend more time playing indoors with other children than by themselves 
or with their parents. 
Interpreting this on the basis of one net-end, it is determined 
that children in this age group spend about two and one-half hours 
a week-end playing indoors. !his amount of time, representing an 
average, does not appear to present a major problem. However, when 
compared to the five to six hours spent on viewing television, one 
realizes that there is a parental responsibility in providing more 
opportunities for wholesome indoor plar rather than constant viewinl 
ot television. 
Religious activities categorz, week-ends. -- The f'ollow:l.ng data 
describe pupU time spent on religious activities during week-ends 
by fourth grade children& 
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Figure 15. The Average Time Spent on Religious Activities 
by .. All Children of Grade 4 During the Week-ends. 
A study of Figure 15 reveals a much more promising picture 
of the fourth grade chUdren of the elementary school group. An 
average of 21 hours are 1pent during a 12 week-end period on 
Religious Activities. A decided increase ia noted in the amount 
of time spent on religious activities with parents over that 
amount spent w1 th other children and alone. 
Interpreting this Figure on a basis of one week-end, an 
average of a Uttle leas than two hours is spent on church work. 
AS noted, the major portion of this time is with their parents. 
Also, in this area of religion, there is evidence of pupil interest. 
Chores category, week-ends. - The following data describe 
pupil time spent on chores during week-ends by fourth grade children a 
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Figure l p . The Average Time Spent on Chores by All 
Children of Grade 4 During the Week-ends. 
An inspection of Figure 16 indicates that the sample of the 
elementary school children from the fourth grade spent an average 
of approximately 10 hours on chores during the 12 week-end period. 
As would be expected more time was spent on chores by themselves 
than with other children or With their parents. 
Interpreting this Figure on the basis of one week-end, an 
average of about three quarters of an hour is spent on chores. 
Again, this presents a definite problem to the parent in respect 
that more interest and leadership is needed in the child's home 
relations and responsibilities. 
Clubs category, week-ends. -- The following data describe 
pupil time spent on club activities during week-ends by fourth 
grade children: 
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Figure 17. The Average Time Spent on Club Activities by All 
Children of Grade 4 During the Week-ends. 
An analysis of Figure 17 reveals only about four hours are 
spent on Club Activities during this 12 week-end period. What 
little time is spent on club activities ia done with other children. 
This would be indicative of .this type of activity, however, the 
small amount of time would appear to be a problem again for parents 
to study and consider. 
On the basis of one week-end, it is determined that children of 
this grade spend about 20 minutes on club activities. This small 
amount of time is most disturbing when one recognizes the fact that 
a great deal of time that could be spent on club activities is 
spent on other less instructive and non-educational activities. 
outside activities categorz, week-ends •. -- The following data 
describe pupil time spent on outside activities during week-ends 
by fourth grade children: 
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Figure 18. The Average Time Spent on Outside Activities by 
All Children of Grade 4 During the Week-ends. 
A study of Figure 18 indicates that the sample of fourth 
grade children spend approximately 38 hours on outside Activities 
during a 12 week-end period. A definite trend is noted in the 
increased amount of tim a children spend on these activities with 
their parents than with other children and alone. 
Interpreting this Figure on the basis of one week-end, it is 
determined that children in this group spend about three hours on 
outside activities. This amount of time, representing an average, 
presents a most encouraging picture of increased parent interest 
and concern in their children's activities. 
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Figure 19 . Summary of Average Hours Spent on All Activities by a Representative Sample 
of 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6t h Grade Children . 
Figure 19 reveals a composite or summary of the time spent in 
out-of-school activities by all children represented in the study. 
Although the mean and standard deviations reflect the time spent in 
each activity category for a 60 school day period, a division of the 
means by 60 represents the average time spent in each area per day 
per child. Only in the area of television is any appreciable amoun.t 
of time spent daily' in the activity; in this ease approximately one 
and one-quarter hours per day. Approximately one-half hour per day 
is spent in the areas of reading, outdoor play, and indoor play 1 
respectively. 
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That only one-half hour is spent in reading and even lass in the 
area of creative arts, should merit some concern by those responsible 
for the children's education. 
Time ~ent on all activities b[ leaders. -- The following data 
describe the per-cent of the total time spent on all activities by 
those children of grades three, four, five, and six designated as 
leaders: 
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Figure 20. The Per-cent of the Total Time Spent on All 
Activities by Those Designated as Leaders. 
An analysis of Figure 20reveals that there is a slight 
difference between grades in the amoun.t of time children designated 
as leaders spend by themselves on all out-of-school activities. It 
appears that leaders of grade six spend a little more time alone 
on out-of-school activities than those in grades three, four, and 
five. A further study indicates that the leaders of all grades 
spend an average of about 28 per cent of the total time on all 
activities by themselves. 
With regard to the amount of time spent by the leaders on 
activities with other children, there is a decided increase in the 
amount of time over that time they spend alone with the exception 
of grade six. About 54.5 per cent of the total time is spent with 
other c~ildren or almost twice as much time as they spend b,y 
themselves. 
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Examining this Figure again, it is noted that there is a decided 
drop in the amount of time spent by leaders on activities with their 
parents as compared to the time spent with other children. There is 
only a slight difference in the amount of time between grades 1 with an 
average of all grades of about 17.5 per eent of the total time. 
As one views the entire Figure, it is evident that within the 
three areas- alone, with other childre~with their parents- the 
leaders of each grade differ only slightly in the per cent of the 
total amount of time spent on all activities. Yet, there is a decided 
difference in the amount of time between each area with the 
greatest percentage spent on activities with other children and 
the smallest per cent of the total time with their parents. From 
research on this subject this is typical of this age group. 
Time spent on all activities by isolates. -- The following 
data describe the per-cent of the total time spent on all activities 
by those children of grades three, four, five, and six designated 
as isolates: 
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Figure 21. The Per-cent of the Total Time Spent on All 
Activities by Those Designated as Isolates. 
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Figure 21 shows a little different picture with respect to the 
per cent of the total time spent on all activities by those children 
designated as isolates. The isolates of grade five spend a little more 
time on activities by themselves than those in grades three., four, or 
six. An avera.ge of about 27 per cent of the total time is spent by 
themselves on all outside activities. 
A further study of this Figure discloses that isolates of grades 
three and four spend more time with other children than those in grades 
five and six. On a percentage basis, it is determined that isolates 
of all grades spend about 50 per cent of the total time on all activities 
with other children. 
Also noted is the fact that :i.solates of all grades spend about 
the sama percentage of time doing these activities with their parents. 
This amount of time represents about 23 per cent of the total time. 
Studying this Figure in its entirety, one finds th..at, as in the 
case of the leaders of these grades, more time is spent on all activities 
with other children than either by themselves or with their parents. 
Yet, within eaeh area, there is very little difference between each grade 
in the per cent of the total time spent on all activities. However, 
the isolates spend a little more time doing these activities with their 
parents than do the leaders. 
9lmmary of time spent on all activities by high and low achievers 
of grade four, school days. -- The following data describe the average 
hours spent on all activities by high and low achievers on school days: 
ACTIVITIES 
CREATIVE ARTS. 
RELIGIOUS 
ACTIVITIES •• 
CLUB 
10 
AVERAGE HOURS IN 60 SCHOOL DAYS 
20 30 40 5o 6o 70 so 
88 
ACTIVITIES •• t----.. 
OUTSIDE 
ACTIVITIES •• 
~ -- High Achievers 0-- Low Achievers 
Figure 22. Summary of Average Hours Spent on All Activities 
by Those Children Listed as High Achievers and 
Low Achievers of Grade 4 During 60 School Days. 
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An examination of Figure 22, relative to the average number 
of hours spent on all activities by the high achievers and lcm 
achievers of grade four, indicates that the law achievers spend 
about three times as much time on television than do the high 
achievers. With respect to reading, outdoor play, indoor play, 
m. d chores, the low achievers spend about twice as much time as 
the high achievers do. In the categories of creative arts and 
religious activities, both groups spend about the same amount of 
time. Also the lew ac:h ievers spend a little mere time on club 
activities and outside activities than do the high acr~evers. 
It may be assumed that a reason why the law achievers spend a 
great deal more ti.'ltle in viewing telertsion than the high achievers 
is basically one of a lack or interest in school work, not only in 
school, but after school hours. 
Summ.ary of time spent on all activities by high and low 
achievers of grade four, ireek-ends. - The following data describe 
the average hours spent on all activities by high and low achievers 
during week-ends: 
' ACTIVITIES AVERAGE HOURS IN 12 WEEK-ENDS 
10 20 30 
CREATIVE ARTS. 
RELIGIOUS 
ACTIVITIES •• ~----~ 
CHORES •••••••• 
CLUB 
ACTIVITIES •• 
OUTSIDE 
ACTIVITIES••r-----------------~ 
eza-- High Achievers 
50 6o 70 80 
c:J -- Low Achievers 
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Figure 23. Summary of Average Hours Spent on All Activities by 
Those Children Listed as High Achievers and Low 
Achievers of Grade 4 During the 12 Week-ends. · 
A little different picture is presented in Figure 23 with 
respect to the high and low achievers of grade four and the average 
amount of time spent on all activities during the 12 week-ends. It 
is clearly noted, that both the high and low spend almost the same 
amount of time on television. On the basis of one week-end, the 
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high achievers spend an average of about four and three quarter hours 
viewing television, and the low achievers an average of about five 
and one-half hours. 
It is also noted that high achievers spend a little mare time 
on reading. On the basis of one weekwend1 they spent a little more 
than an hour on reading and the low achievers about one hour. This 
same relationship of high achievers spending a little more time on 
activities than the low achievers is also observed in the areas of 
creative arts 1 indoor play, and chores • In the areas of outdoor play, 
religious activities, club activities and outside activities, the low 
achievers spend a little mare time than the high achievers. 
Viewing this Figure in its entirety, one quickly observes a ra~~er 
close relationship between the high and low achievers in respect to the 
average amount of time spent on each activity during the 12 week-ends. 
In su.Jnmary, it appears that week-end participation in a variety 
of activities is not a differentiating factor between the criterion 
groups of high and low achievers. 
MUla states: 
y 
Mtf a given difference between hypothetical and 
observed values would occur u a result of chance onl7 
1 time out of 100, or less frequentl.J, we may sa7 that 
the difference is significant. .This means that the results 
are not consistent .with the hypothesis we have set up. 'If 
the discrepancy between theoey and observation might occur 
more frequently than 1 time out of .100 solely because of 
the play of chance, we may say that the difference is not 
clearly significant. The results are not consistent with 
the hypothesis. The value of T (the difference between the 
hypothetical value and the observed mean, 1n units of the 
standard error of the mean) corresponding to a probabUity 
of 1/100 is 2.576. A value for T of 2.576 or more indicates 
a significant difference, while a value of less than 2.576 
indicates that the results are not inconsistent with the 
hypothesis in question." 
Because of the care taken in the recording of the activities and 
the interview cheek indicating a high degree of reliability of 
recording, the 5 per cent level was selected as the criterion of 
significance. Instances in which differences between groups would 
have been significant at the 1 per cent level will be reported. 
iJ Frederick C. MUla, Statistical Methods, Henrr Holt and 0ompa.!l7, 
New York, 1938, P• 471. 
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Table 5. A Comparison of the l1eans of the Total Time ~ent on Each 
Activity by the High Achievers and low Achievers of Grade Four 
Activities N. 
(~) (2}_ 
H.A. 54.5 
Television ••••••••••••••• 
L.A. 59.4 
H.A. 13.3 
Reading••••••••••••••••••• 
L.A. 6.3 
H.A. 4.3 
Creative Arts •••••••••••• 
L.A. 1.2 
H.A. 21.2 
Outdoor Play ••••••••••••• 
L.A. 27.8 
H.A. 24.2 
Indoor Play ••••o••••••••• 
L.A. 12.4 
H.A. 3.6 
Religious Activities •••••• 
L.A. .7 
H.A. 4.0 
Chores ••••••••••••••••••• 
L.A. 3.7 
H.A. 8.4 
Club Activities •••••••••• 
L.A. 4.6 
H.A. 4.5 
Outside Activities ••••••• 
L.A. 2.1 
H .A. -- High Ac.rievers 
* -- Significant, 5 per cent level 
S.D. <T Diff D:i.ff C.R. 
CI>i, -~ (M,-11a,l 
(3) (u) (S) (6) 
17.34 
4.58 4.9 1.07 
9.95 
12.57 
3.22 7.0 2.18* 
8.01 
7.33 
1.68 3.1 1.84 
.5 
12.8 6.6 3.73 1.76 
10.8 
17.54 
4.35 u.s 2.71 
** 7.39 
9.98 
2.3 2.9 1.26 
.60 
4.78 1.16 .3 .26 
1.67 
6.33 
1.84 3.8 2.06* 
4.93 
10.44 
2.44 2.4 .98 
2.25 
low Achievers 
i!* -- Significant, 1 per cent 
level 
Using the 5 per cent level of confidence, table 5 indicates that 
there are significant differences bet-ween the mans of the total tilne 
spent on reading and club activities by the high and low achievers 
of grade four, both in favor of the high achievers. Using the 1 per-
cent level of confidence, there is a significant difference between 
the maans of the total time spent on indoor play activities, again 
in .favor o.f the high achievers. 
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Table 6. A Comparison of the I~ans of the Total Time Spent on Each 
Activity by the Leaders and Isolates of Grade Four 
Activities N. S.D. t:r niff (H, -r~ Diff (M, -:t-1~ c.R. 
(1) (2) (i) (h) (t;) (OJ 
L. 75.8 14.49 . 
Television •••••••••••••••• 4.8 5.6 1.17 
I. 81.4 9.85 
L. 14.6 14.49 
Reading ••••••••••••••••••• 5.5 3.4 .61 
I. 11.2 13.43 
L. 3.8 4.62 
Creative Arts ••••••••••••• 1.45 2.3 1.58 
I. 1.5 2.66 
-
L. 18.4 10 • .54 
Outdoor Play •••••••••••••• 4.8 11.4 2.38* 
I. 29.8 13.46 
L. 36.5 22.56 
Indoor Play ••••••••••••••• 6.85 16.1 2.35 * 
I. 20.4 11.25 
L. .93 .83 
Religious Activities •••••• .23 .24 1.0 
I. .69 .20 
L. 5.93 8.57 
Chores •••••••••••••••••••• 2.66 1.17 .43 
I. 4.76 4.74 
L. 7.53 4.94 
Club Activities ••••••••••• 1.91 .77 .40 
I. 6.76 4.84 
L. 2.73 8.78 2.48 Outside Activities •••••••• .89 .36 
I. 1.84 2.79 
L. -- Leaders I. -- Isolates 
* -- Significant, 5 per cent level 
Again using the 5 per cent level of confidence 1 table 6 indicates 
that there are significant differences between the means of the total 
time spent on outdoor play and indoor play activities by the leaders 
and isolates of grade four. However, the COD¥>arison shows that in the 
category of outdoor play it is in favor of the isolates, while in the 
category of indoor play it is in favor of the leaders. 
Table 7. A Comparison of the Means of the Total Time Spent on Each Activity 
by the Children of High Ability and low Ability of Gxade Four 
Activities M. s.n. (!' Diff Diff c.R. (Iv11 -l·l.t) (M1-Mz.) 
(1) (2) (3) (h) 151 (6) 
H. Ability 79.4 13.84 
Television ••••••••••••••••• 6.78 5.6 .85 
L. Ability 73.8 26.15 
H. Ability 12.5 13.95 
Reading •••••••••••••••••••• 3.49 5.6 1.60 
L. Ability 6.9 6.10 
H. Ability 3.4 4.06 
Creative Arts •••••••••••••• 3.55 4.9 1.38 
L. Ability 8.3 14.97 
H. Ability 24.2 12.10 
Outdoor Play ••••••••••••••• 3.77 3.9 1.03 
L. Ability 28.1 ll.l9 
H. Ability 37.2 20.03 
Indoor Play •••••••••••••••• 4.96 13.9 2.80-lf* 
L. Ability 23.3 9.14 
H. Ability 1.2 2.30 
Religious Activities ••••••• 1.38 .7 .5o 
L. Ability 1.9 5.63 
H. Ability 4.4 6.74 
Chores ••••••••••••••••••••• 2.01 1.8 .89 
L. Ability 6.2 5.65 
H. Ability 8.5 5.14 
Club Activities •••••••••••• 1.75 5.0 2.85iH~ 
L. Ability 3.5 5.64 
H. Ability 5.4 13.09 
Outside Activities ••••••••• 3.03 4.0 1.32 
L. Ability 1.4 1.96 
H. Ability -- High Ability L. Ability -- low Ability 
-l<* -- Significant, 1 per cent level 
The data recorded in table 7 indicate that there are significant 
di:f'ferences at the 1 per cent level of confidence between the neans 
of the total time spent on indoor play activities and club activities 
by children of high and lotf ability of gra~e four. In both categories, 
it is in favor of those children of high ability. 
CHAPTER V 
' SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AliD CONCLUSIONS 
Restatement of problem. -- The purpose of this study l-Tas to 
determine the relationship, if a:ny, of children 1 s out-of -school 
activities to their school progress and adjustment. '!he scope of the 
study included all children in grades three, four, five, and six of 
the }bntclair School, Quincy, Massachusetts. The total number of 
children l-1ho participated in the study - 340 - represents that 
number of children who completed the recording of their out-of-school 
activities for the duration of the study. The study ran concurrently 
with the regular school year. 
To provide ease in the handling of data, the technique of random 
sampling vTas used. The results of random sampling produced a total 
of 182 children, which were utilized in the final analysis of the data. 
The instrument used b,r the children in recording their out-of-school 
activities was devised so that they would have ease in the recordings 
of the activities at home. 
A very close relationship had been established between the home 
and school at the outset of the study. Individual. conferences with 
parents of the children were conducted prior to initiating the study. 
Also, general discussions at Parent - Teacher Association meetings 
were held prior to the study. To further obtain good rapport between 
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the home amd school, a personal letter from the superintendent of 
schools was sent home to the parents of each child requeeting their 
cooperation in the completion of the stud.J. 
Limitations of study. -- This study was carried out in one 
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. school located in a semi-residential, industrial area of one coiJIIIWlity, 
QUincy, uaaaachusetts. This city, of approximately 85,000 people, lies 
just south of the city of Boston, uaasachuaetts. The study included 
only those children in grades three, four, five, and si:z of an 
elementary school, rather than &11 grades one tbro\llh six. 'It was 
felt that the results, so obtained from the study, would be indicative 
of &11 children of the school. 
No attempt was made to relate the out•of•sohool activities of the 
children taking part in the atudJ to the socio-economic status and 
the occupational status of the parent. 
The recording periods, as designated previou&lJ, coincided 
generally with a regular school year • September through June. Three 
periods of four weeks each Coq)rised the total recording time. It was 
felt that the results, as obtained, would represent typical activities 
participated in by children during the seasons • fall, winter, spring. 
Significant Conclusions 
The data, which were obtained from this study, were anal7sed 
statisticallJ• The following conclusions are made: 
1. The average time spent on television by a representative 
sample of third, fourth, fifth, and sixth grade chUdren9 
1B about 85 hours for the 60 school day period. This 
amount of time represents more than three times the amount 
of time these same children spend on reading, studying, 
etc., during the same recording period. This is a major 
educational problem that educators must face and consider 
in preparing the children in school today to be leaders of 
our country tomorrow. 
2. Those activities, which require or have adults as leaders, 
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or responsible patrons, are not too popular with the 
elementary school children with regard to their participation. 
The small amount of time spent on religious activities, 
creative arts, chores, clubs, and outside activities would 
be significant with respect to this conclusion. 
As stated at the beginning of the study, the recordings made by 
children of grade four during the 12 week-end period would be represept-
ative of the other grades. ~In light of this, the following conclusions 
are made: 
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1. Elementary school children spent an average of 67 hours during 
the week-end recording periods viewing television or an average 
of between five and six hours during the rreek-end. In the cate-
gory of reading and studying, the children spent about one hour 
during the week-end. 
2. Parental participation in out-of-school activities with their 
children is very limited; less than one hour per week-end. 
In light of these findings, it would appear desirable for parents 
to show· more interest in their children's out-of-school activities and 
provide guidance in the selection "of wholesome activities for their 
children after school hours •. 
With regard to school achievement and time spent on outside activi-
ties, the following conclusions are made: 
1. Significant differences in participation in out-of-school activi-
ties by high achievers (upper quarter of grade) and low achievers 
(lower quarter of grade) in favor of the high achievers were 
noted in the areas of reading and studying, indoor play, and 
club activities. 
2. No significant differences in the participation in out-of-school 
activities by high and low achievers (upper and lower quarters) 
were noted in the areas of television, creative arts, outdoor 
play, religious activities, chores, or outside activities. 
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With respect to those children designated as leaders and isolates, 
the following conclusions are made: 
1. leaders and isolates as identified by the sociogram technique 
differed significant13" in out-of-school activity participation 
in (1) outdoor play, in favor of the isolate group, and (2) in-
door play, in favor of the leaders. 
2. No significant differences in the participation in out-of'-
school activities by leaders and isolates were noted in the 
areas of television, read:ing and studying, creative arts, re-
ligious activities, chores, club activities, or outside activi-
ties. 
With respect to children of high and low ability, the following 
conclusions are made: 
1. High ability pupils (upper quarter of grade) as identified by 
an intelligence test spend significantly more tilne in indoor 
play and club activities than low ability pupils. 
2. No significant differences in participation in out-of-school 
activities by high and low ability pupils (upper quarter; lo-wer 
quarter) -were noted in the areas of television, reading and 
studying, creative arts, outdoor play, religious activities, 
chores, or outside activities. 
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It is significant to note that the conclusions derived from this 
study are rather similar with respect to certain spec:if'ic areas. 
It is apparent, from the research, that nmch is still to be 
accomplished liith respect to the proper selection of children 1s out-
of-school activities. 
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Suggestions for Further Study 
From this study of the relationship of children's out-of-school 
activities to their school progress and adjustment, several additional 
problema were encountered and are suggested for further study and 
consideration. 
1. The effect, if any, of the family's socio-economic standing 
upon the type and number of children's out-of-school activities. 
2. How much parent supervision is necessary with respect to 
children's participation in out-of-school activities? 
3. To what extent should parents select the out-of-school 
activities of their children. 
4. What effect do the out-of-school activities o:f children in 
grades one and two have on their school progress and 
adjustment? 
5. What is the role of community social and religious groups 
in providing proper racilities ror children to participate 
in wholesome after school activities? 
6. What is the role or the classroom teacher with respect to the 
providing proper guidance in the children's selection of their 
out-of-school activities? 
7. What changes take place with respect to the type or out-of-
school activity participated in by children after leaving 
the elementary school? 
APPENDIX 
Name _________ _ _ _ _ Grade __ ----,-- Date ___ _ · - Day _______ _ 
Directions: 
In colunm number 1, list the things you did during the time listed. In columns 
2, 3, and 4 place a cross (X) showing with 1-1hom you did these th:Ulgs. 
1. 2. 
Name the things you did By vlith other 
before school Time Yourself children 
A.M. 
6:00 
6:15 
6:30 
6:45 
7:00 
7:15 
7:30 
7:45 
8:00 
8:15 
8:30 
After school P.H. 
3:45 
4:00 
4:15 
4:30 
4:45 
·5:00 
5:15 
5:30 
5:45 
6:00 
-107- (over) 
4. 
t"-ith 
Parents 
Name the things you did Time By l·li th other With 
Yourself children Parents 
6:15 
6:30 
6:45 
7:00 
7:1.5 
7:30 
7:4.5 
8:00 
8:15 
8:30 
8:4.5 
9:00 
9:1.5 
9:30 
9:4.5 
10:00 
10:1.5 
10:30 
10:4.5 
11:00 
Note to parents: 
The out-of-school activities of children are il!Jportant to us in pJ.a.nning 
the school program and aiding in the child 1 s school adjustment. Your child has listed the 
activities above for the times designated. Knowing that parents play an il!Jportant part in 
their children's out-of-school activities, I would appreciate it if' you would sign below 
indicating that you have observed your child in the recording of these activities. 
Signature ________________________________ __ 
Very truly yours, 
Hmry F. Paterson Jr. 
Name_,---___________ _ Grade ____ Date ___ _ 
r Directions: 
~~ In colunm number 1, list the things you did during the time listed. In colunms 
2, 3, and 4 place a cross (X) showing with 1·thom you did these things. 
1 • 2. 
... 
. Name the things you did By vlith other 
before school Time Yourself children 
.~-
. ' A.M • 6:00 
'Y 
!! 6:1.5 
,. 6:30 
~ 
6:4.5 
.,. 
~ 7:00 
f 7:1.5 
7:30 
_, 
., 7:4.5 
~ 8:00 
8:1.5 , 
., 8:30 
• After school P.H. 
• 3:4.5 
, 4:00 
~ 
4:1.5 
.. 
" 
4:30 
4:4.5 
,.. 
.5:00 
~ .5:1.5 
~ 5:30 
-~ 
.5:45 
. 
6:00 
(over) 
4. 
\'lith 
Parents 
Name the things you did Time By l'li th other ~V'.i.th 
Yourself children Parents 
6:15 
6:30 
6:45 
7:00 
7:15 
7:30 
7:45 
8:00 
8:15 
8:30 
8:45 
9:00 
9:15 
9:30 
9:45 
10:00 
10:15 
10:30 
10:45 
11:00 
Note to parents: 
The out-of-school activities of children are important to us in planning 
the school program and aiding in the child 1 s school adjustment. Your child has listed the 
activities above for the times d,esignated. Knowing that parents play an important part in 
their children's out-of-school activities, I would appreciate it if you would sign below 
indicating that you have observed your child in the record:tng of these activities. 
Signature ________________________________ ___ 
Very truly yours, 
J-enry F. Paterson Jr. 
.. 
'1 
'14 
-, 
1 
~ 
I 
..,. 
j 
l 
. 
'1 
--f , 
l 
1. 
·e 
i 
• 
.... 
'f: 
~ 
' 
._.. 
~ 
• 
... 
Name _ _ __________ _ Grade _ _ _ _ Date - - --· ·- Day _ ______ _ 
~ Directions: 
-·· 
.. 
~ 
~ 
~ , 
l 
r 
It 
l 
r 
~ 
I 
• 
-r 
. 
r 
r 
' 
oJ 
.. 
• 
In colunm number 1, list the things you did during the time listed. In columns 
2, 3, and 4 place a cross (X) showing with whom you did these things. 
1 • 2. 3 • 
Name the things yOu did By Hith other 
before school T:i.me Yourself children 
A.M. 
6:00 
6:15 
6:30 
6:45 
7:00 
7:15 
7:30 
7:45 
8:00 
8:15 
8:30 
After school P.H. 
3:45 
4:00 
4 ,15 
4:30 
4:45 
5:00 
5:15 
5:30 
5:45 
6:00 
(over ) 
4 • 
lV:i.th 
Parents 
Name the things you did Time By 1ili th other With 
Yourself children Parents 
6:15 
6:30 
6:45 
7:00 
7:15 
7:30 
7:45 
8:00 
8:15 
8:30 
8:45 
9:00 
9:15 
9:30 
9:45 
10:00 
10:15 
10:30 
10:45 
11:00 
Note to parents: 
The out-of-school activ.i.ties of children are :important to us in planning 
the school program and aiding in the child 1 s school adjustment. Your child has listed the 
activities above for the times designated. Knowing that parents play an important part in 
their children's out-of-school activities, I would appreciate it if you would sign below 
indicating that you have observed your child in the recording o£ these activ.i.ties. 
Signature ________________________________ __ 
Very trticy yours, 
H:mry F. Paterson Jr. 
., 
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1 
~ 
~ 
~ 
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l 
~ 
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1 
, 
~ 
~ 
• 
. 
Name_,-----_ __________ Grade _ _ _ _ Date _ ___ . 
.. ~ Directions: 
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t 
~ 
~ , 
l. 
r 
It 
~ 
r 
.. 
r 
~ 
r 
, 
~ 
r 
~ 
. 
,... 
~ 
. 
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In colunm number 1, list the things you did during the time listed. In columns 
2, 3, and 4 place a cross (X) showing with whom you did these things. 
1 • 2. 
Name the things you did By Hi th other 
before school 'l':i.Ioo Yourself children 
A.H. 
6:00 
6:15 
6:30 
6:45 
7:00 
7:15 
7:30 
7:45 
8:00 
8:15 
8:30 
After school P.H. 
3:45 
4:00 
4:15 
4:30 
4:45 
5:00 
5:15 
5:30 
5:45 
6:00 
(over) 
4. 
tVi.th 
Parents 
Name the things you did Time By l·li th other 1'l.i.th 
Yourself children Parents 
6:15 
6:30 
6:45 
7:00 
7:15 
7:30 
7:45 
8:00 
8:15 
8:30 
8:45 
9:00 
9:15 
9:30 
9:45 
10:00 
10:15 
10:30 
10:45 
ll:OO 
Note to parents: 
The out-of-school activities o.f ch:Udren are illlportant to us in planning 
the school program and aiding in the child 1 s school adjustment. Your ch:Ud has listed the 
activities above .for the times designated. Knowing that parents play an illlportant part in 
their children's out-of-school activities, I would appreciate it i.f you would sign below 
indicating that you have observed your child in the recording of these activities. 
Signature ____________________________ ~----
Very truly yours, 
Hmry F. Paterson Jr. 
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Name _____________ Grade ___ ~ Date ___ _ They ______________ _ 
~"" Directions: 
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In colunm number 1, list the things you did during the time listed. In columns 
2, 3, and 4 place a cross (X) showing with whom you did these things. 
1. 
Name the things you did By Hith other 
before school Tilne Yourself children 
A.l1. 
6:00 
6:15 
6:30 
6:45 
7:00 
7:15 
7:30 
7:45 
8:00 
8:15 
8:30 
After school P.H. 
3:45 
4:00 
4:1.5 
4:30 
4:45 
5:00 
.5:15 
.5:30 
5:45 
6:00 
(over) 
4. 
With 
Parents 
Name the things you did Time By i·li th other W..th 
Yourself children Parents 
6:15 
6:30 
6:45 
7:00 
7:15 
7:30 
7:45 
8:00 
8:15 
8:30 
8:45 
9:00 
9:15 
9:30 
9:45 
10:00 
10:15 
10:30 
10:45 
11:00 
Note to parents: 
The out-o.f-school activities of children are :i.mportant to us in pla.nn:ing 
the school program and aiding in the child 1 s school adjustment. Your child has listed the 
activities above .for the times designated. Knowing that parents play an important part in 
their · children's out-of-school activities, I would appreciate it i.f you would sign below 
indicating that you have observed your child in the recording o.f these activities. 
Signature ________________________________ __ 
Very truly yours, 
H:mry F • Paterson Jr • 
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Name ___________ __ Grade ____ Date ______ Day ________ _ 
'" Directions: 
In column number 1, list the things you did during the t:ime listed. In colmtm.s ~ 2, 3, and 4 place a cross (X) showing with whom you did these things. 
1 • 2. 4. 
.. 
Name the things you did By With other With 
.. 
during the week-end SATURDAY Time Yourself children Parents 
..-
A.M • 
I 6:00 
t 
I 
6:30 
~ 7:00 
t> 
7:30 
... , 
8:00 
,. 
8:30 
, 
9:00 
... 
l 9:30 
• 10:00 
10:30 
t 
t' 11:00 
11:30 
r 12:00 
t " 
I 
~ P.M. 
I 12:30 
~ 1:00 
r 1:30 
tr 2:00 
~- 2:30 
c 3:00 
, 
3:30 
t 
(over) 
II 
I 
I 
I 
Name the things you did Time By irli th other ~Vith 
Yourself children Parents 
4:00 
4:30 
.5:00 
.5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
Hidnight 
Note to parents: 
The out-of-school activities of children are important to us in pla~g 
the school program and aiding in the child 1 s school adjustment. Your child has listed the 
activities above for the times designated. Knowing that parents play an important part in 
the:ix children's out-of'-school activities, I would appreciate it if you 1-rould sign below 
indicating that you have observed your child in the recording of these activities. 
Signature ______________________________ _ 
Very truly yours, 
Henry F. Paterson Jr. 
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Name _____________ Grade ____ Date _ _____ Day ______ __ _ 
~ Directions: 
; In colunm number 1, list the things you did during the time listed. In colunms 
J 2, 3, and 4 place a cros s (X) showing with whom you did these things. 
1 • 2. 4. 
... 
Name the things you did By With other With 
a. during the week-end SUNDAY Time Yoursel.f' children Parents 
r A.M. 6:00 
lr 
f 
6:30 
~- 7:00 
e> 
.. 
7:30 
8:00 
r 8:30 
' 9:00 
.. 
: 9:30 
f 10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
~ P.M. 
12:30 
I 1:00 
1:30 
r 2:00 
v 2:30 
3:00 
I 
3:30 
(over) 
Name the things you did Time By tVi th other ~Vith 
Yourself children Parents 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
Midnight 
Note to parents: 
The out-of-school activities of children are important to us in planning 
the school program and aiding in the child 1 s school adjustment. Your child has listed the 
activities above for the times designated. Knowing that parents play an important part in 
their children's out-o.f-school activities, I would appreciate it i.f you 1-rould sign below 
indicating that you have observed your child in the recording o.f these activities. 
Signature ______________________________ ___ 
Very truly yours, 
Henry F. Paterson Jr. 
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PAUL GOSSARD 
SUPERINTENDENT 
QUINCY PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
~UINCY 69, MASSACHUSETTS lOS 
ALBERT H. COCHRANE 
AS S ISTA N T SUPERINTENDENT 
October 18, 19.54 
TO PARENTS OF THE MONTClAIR SCHOOL: 
RUDOLPH A. LOFGREN 
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT 
Mr. Henry F. Paterson, Jro, Principal of the Montclair School, 
is undertaking a comprehensive and independent study as a part of 
his work for an advanced degree at Boston University. He hopes to 
determine what influence children's out-of-school activities have 
on their school progress and adjustment. If this study can be 
carried through on a sufficiently 1arge scale and with sufficiently 
accurate information, the results should be valuable both to parents 
and to school systems. 
He is planning to ask a large number of Montclair pupils to keep 
track of how they use their out-of-school time. This assistance will 
not be too easy, and it should be understood that participation is 
voluntary on the part of children. Mr. Paterson has my approval for 
asking pupils in your school whether they would care to help him. 
Any questions that arise should be directed to him. 
Mr. Paterson will be glad to make the r esults of this study 
available to parents who r oquest it. 
PG:S 
Paul Gossard 
Superintendent of Schools 
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